World Class Companies Find Solutions with GWW

GWW manufactures a gun case for Browning that is unique to the market. There are very few other suppliers that have the capabilities to manufacture such a case.

They are constantly striving to come up with a "better mouse-trap" or finding a more efficient method of manufacturing existing products. GWW and Browning have a long term business relationship that expands beyond 20 years - the working experience has been very positive during that span.

Dave Reynolds
Browning Rifles

After reviewing several case manufacturers, both custom and off-the-shelf, we appreciated GWW’s ability to provide us with exactly what we needed. This included style, function, quality, and price. By manufacturing a quality custom case at an affordable price, GWW allowed us to offer our customers the flexibility of transporting their sinus scopes without damage occurring.

After seven years of purchasing through GWW, I am still very satisfied with their products and their reputation.

Beth Haynes
Jedmed

Where musical instruments are concerned, the first thing one sees is the case … and making a good impression counts. When Rigel expanded in 1997 and was in need of high-quality cases, we saw several that GWW had built and were very impressed with the level of quality and care. They were beautiful, solid cases.

With the help of GWW’s designers, we designed a really handsome case built specifically to house Rigel mandolins. Fitting a uniquely-shaped mandolin like a Rigel is a challenge. GWW did a great job creating an interior that fits the instruments snuggly and leaves room for accessories. Rigel customers value their cases very highly.

Peter Mix
Rigel Instruments Ltd